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STEPFORD WIVES,
HOWARD STYLE
The media and The End of Equality
Anne Summers: The End of Equality: Work, Babies and Womens Choices
in 21st Century Australia (Random House, $29.95)

IN THE PAST YEAR, almost half a million Australian
women were subject to violent assault, often domestic. Meanwhile, around 465 000 cars were stolen. Funding cuts have left us with no information
about assaulted women, but the budget for a national database on stolen vehicles, updated four times
daily, is not under threat. “We live in a country that
cares more about stolen cars than it does about
bashed and violated women,” writes Anne Summers in her damning polemic, The End of Equality.
The statistics she presents belie John Howard’s
dismissive claim that Australia is in “the post-feminist stage of the debate”. They also unseat the quixotic ‘pipeline’ theory about women rising through
the ranks in due course. Thirty years after the second wave of feminism, when women felt the wind
of history at their backs, equality between the sexes—
measured by wages, access to work, the burden of
domestic labour and representation in positions of
power—is declining, while violence against women
is increasing. Expectations placed on women have
mounted, yet on almost every front women are
worse off than they were in the 1980s and nineties—largely worse off than those in other developed countries—and Summers lays the blame
squarely at the feet of the Coalition government
and a compliant Opposition, media and union movement. “I don’t think even the most pessimistic of
feminists could have envisaged the full catastrophe
that John Howard had in mind for the women of
Australia.”
The status of women is no longer on the public
agenda (“for vast numbers of women their economic suffering is a shameful, private thing”), be-

ing replaced by a focus on families, women’s roles
as baby-makers, and the status of men and boys—
with regular statements from the Prime Minister on
such matters as “the overwhelming number of teachers being female” and “far too many young boys
[being] without proper male role models”. (Opposition Leader Mark Latham has echoed the latter
concern since this book’s release.) Organisations
devoted to equity and affirmative action—including
the Women’s Statistics Unit, the Women’s Bureau
and the Women’s Electoral Lobby—have had their
funding withdrawn, and the powers of statutory
bodies dealing with discrimination and the Sexual
Discrimination Act have been eroded.
All this has happened with little protest, writes
Summers, because the women’s movement has been
effectively silenced and fragmented. There is no
longer a co-ordinated national group working towards women’s interests. The few organisations that
remain (poorly) funded must now sign contracts
preventing them from commenting publicly on
women’s matters without first getting the written
permission of the Prime Minister or the incapacitated Office of the Status of Women, which has
become more of a lap-dog than a watch-dog. Silencing progressive organisations with threats of
funding cuts or loss of tax breaks has become a
familiar Howard stratagem,1 while women, unaware
of discriminatory Coalition policies, make up a large
percentage of its loyal supporters.
It comes as a surprise, then, to learn that women’s representation in organised politics has risen.
Participants in Summers’ survey of women from
across eastern Australia were “astonished to learn
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that women made up more than one-quarter of the
members of the federal parliament”. Even those
who follow politics “are rightly puzzled because the
impressive statistic is not matched by a corresponding increased visibility of women politicians—or a
public focus on fighting for women’s rights”. Of
the fifty-seven women in federal Parliament, only
six could be named by the surveyed women
(Bronwyn Bishop, Amanda Vanstone, Jackie Kelly,
Carmen Lawrence, Natasha Stott Despoja and
Cheryl Kernot, who is no longer in politics). This is
in part because women are given less important
portfolios and treated less seriously by their colleagues in politics and the media, and even by female parliamentarians themselves. Jenny Macklin,
the first woman to be appointed deputy leader of
the ALP, declined to take on the position’s traditional role of shadow treasurer on the grounds that
the country’s future and wellbeing lay not in treasury, but in a ‘super portfolio’ of education, employment, training and science. While Moira Rayner
has contended (elsewhere) that female politicians
must “use their power in a different way”, Summers doesn’t subscribe to this idea. “The trouble
is,” she writes, “the treasury is where the economic
and political power is”. It was interesting to note
the absence of media comment about what would
seem a conspicuous oversight of Macklin as a contender in the ALP leadership battle which took place
shortly after this book’s release. That this anomaly
occurred without comment supports Summers’
contention that sexism is not the sole preserve of
the Coalition.
Contrary to second-wave feminist predictions, a
greater number of women in Canberra has had little impact on the downward trajectory of the women’s movement in Australia. While the number of
female MPs surged, “so did the legislation that
eroded many of the rights and entitlements that had
been hard-won a decade earlier”. Female politicians
from both major parties have been compliant in or
silent about the failure of the government to appoint women to political and judicial positions, and
also about dramatic cuts in funding for childcare
and tax policies that financially disadvantage mothers who choose to work.
This is where Summers’ argument gathers momentum, and where it also starts to show cracks.
She mounts a frightening and convincing body of
evidence that Howard has embarked on a “breed-
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ing creed” which she likens to the plot in Margaret
Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale. The creed involves
policies designed to keep women at home, deny
them economic independence, limit their work and
career opportunities, silence them outside the domestic sphere and relegate them to a breeding role,
supposedly made necessary by the nation’s ‘ageing
population crisis’. Much of the media’s current obsession with the ‘crisis’ or ‘problem’ of a declining
birthrate has more to do with politics than reason.
But while Summers clearly demonstrates this, she
doesn’t mount an alternative economic argument
or point out how the GST has made taxpayers out
of pensioners and discounted the importance of the
birthrate for a future tax-base.
She does offer strong evidence that Howard is
limiting mothers’ opportunities to re-enter the
workforce, including enraging examples of policies
that favour wealthy single-income families over
poorer dual-income families and single mothers
(who, unlike their married or de facto counterparts,
are encouraged to get back to work and place their
children in institutionalised childcare):
Figures released in 2002 by Senator Amanda
Vanstone, the [then] Minister for Family and Community Services . . . demonstrate that the single income family [on $70 000] is considerably better off
than the couple where it takes two people to bring
home that amount . . . once the costs of working are
factored in, including the costs of childcare . . . the
double income family is $2400 a year worse off than
the single income family.

Yet the narrowness of Summers’ focus will provide
ammunition for the squad of arch-conservative,
‘post-feminist’ media commentators who have already misrepresented her views. Among these are
Miranda Devine, Janet Albrechtson and Angela
Shanahan (who branded Summers a “Jurassic”
woman who has failed to “come to terms with the
post-feminist world” of “realist women”). It seems
ironic that these daughters of Thatcher are arguing
against equality of opportunity on the grounds that
it is based on ‘individualism’ and that its economistic
view of family life devalues humanity. Unfortunately
Summers makes herself easy prey to these lines of
argument. In its reductionist, equality-equals-sameness approach, The End of Equality does fail to map
out the complexities and contradictions of the rela-

tionship between familial values
and domestic economic life.
Summers discusses children
solely in terms of being an interruption to a woman’s career;
reducing their value to an economic “inconvenience” and
“work expense” for which
mothers should be “compensated”. Such inflated proclamations as “Women are no
longer prepared to sacrifice
themselves on the altar of maternity” express attitudes toward
motherhood
not
supported by any cited studies
and not reflected in the comments made by mothers in the
focus groups Summers arranged for this book (a
sample of “around 90” women), nor in other surveyed working mothers,2 and a couple of times I
wondered whether their quoted statements led or
followed the route of her argument.
Her focus on the ‘right’ of economically disadvantaged mothers of preschoolers to get back into
the grind of the full-time job-market and to
outsource childcare to an institution suggests the
latter. As Germaine Greer has written: “We must
not simply assume that what mothers in poverty
want to be freed from is motherhood itself”.3 Although Summers argues for freedom of choice,
describing how “what was supposed to be a smorgasbord of choice is fast forcing women into an
agony of indecision, with none of the options ideal
for most women”, The End of Equality doesn’t make
a consistent and clear distinction between the plight
of those who wish to go back to work and those
who believe they must. Instead it threads comments
made by the focus-group women, from a range of
socioeconomic sectors, into an argument concerned
more with the barriers to career advancement than
with the complexities of power and needs in the
paid/domestic work mix. In its discussion of equality rather than liberation (that is, freedom from social pressures to conform in ways that are inconsistent
with individual needs) it ignores the discordant voices
within the women’s movement—a surprising omission, given that Summers was once editor of the
broad-ranging Ms magazine. The cultural and ideological reasons that mothers of preschoolers are

seeking paid work, and the
reasons that traditional role
ideals nonetheless continue, are
nodded at but left unexamined;
as is a society so fragmented
that childcare outside the
workplace or family is the commonplace option—one considered the woman’s concern.
In Australia, where ‘family
values’ is a term tinged with
fundamentalism and conservatism, public discussion of women’s rights alongside those of
the infant (its right, for example, to optimum health and
development through breastfeeding, made impossible by a
mother’s early return to work) has come to be the
preserve of midwifery journals, anti-feminist columnists and supermarket magazines. While Moira
Rayner and Catharine Lumby have occasionally trod
this terrain in mainstream newspaper commentary,
overseas, popular feminists like Naomi Wolf and
Germaine Greer have managed to enter even more
dangerous territory, discussing the ideals of liberation within the bounds of biological determinism,
gender/familial relations and the value of life. Summers’ argument would have been strengthened had
it broadened in this way. Sitting uncomfortably with
some of her assumptions are the statistics she
presents, suggesting that the majority of mothers
of very young children want to stay at home and
believe this is the best option for preschoolers:
The great majority of mothers of young children in
the 1990s think that young children should be with
their mothers . . . 69 per cent of Australians (women
and men) believed mothers of preschoolers should
be stay-at-home housewives. The International Social Science Surveys found only 3 per cent support
for mothers of young children working full-time,
and even when children were of school age 73 per
cent believed they should work only part-time.

Whether this represents sexism, conservatism or
respect for the work of motherhood (or parenthood) and the needs of early childhood remains
unexplored by Summers, but it is not a peculiarly
Australian trend. In the UK, both men and women
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believe that women’s family responsibilities where
very young children are concerned should come
before work, and few men or women believe that
women would be happier if they went to work in
this situation.4
Why, then, do families with infants seek double
incomes in Australia? Summers’ assumption of economic necessity is a sticky one, and by not engaging in a class analysis is occasionally contradictory.
While Summers claims that “in a great many cases”
women who work part-time would rather have fulltime jobs, statistics cited later in the book suggest
that under 5 per cent of those working part-time
seek full-time work.5 “Who can afford the luxury
of a single income family these days?” she asks,
adding that “We are not talking about battlers here.”
For whom is she speaking? For Mark Latham’s
‘aspirational class’? Many of the women in Summers’ focus groups say they re-entered the
workforce because of a perceived loss of identity,
or because they had friends who “viewed me as
boring and dull because I don’t go out to work,
and useless, because I don’t work”. One says she
can’t face the prospect of “contributing nothing financially”. Again, Summers doesn’t broaden her
analysis to critically examine a society in which identity, social interaction and self-worth are defined by
participation in the paid labour market. While she
advocates choice, this is undermined by an outright
rejection of the Howard government’s flirtation with
the idea of a homemaker’s allowance, a “salary paid
to the mother (or any other parent) who stays at
home to care for children without using public day
care nurseries”. Whatever the motives for this (and
it most certainly fits into Summers’ ‘breeding creed’
analysis), such a policy would give mothers in all
socioeconomic brackets the choice of economic independence without being forced to re-enter the
work force and a sense of being valued for the important (and often fulfilling) work of raising
preschoolers. It may even give the stay-at-home
parent the freedom to engage in (unpaid) work or
study out of interest rather than necessity, or to
employ help for domestic childcare or housework.
These ideas are off Summers’ radar; instead, the
proposed policy is seen as a regressive dependencymodel, and as “a clear bias towards stay-at-home
mothers”, despite the package being proposed to
support either parent. Its architect, Dr Catherine
Hakim of the London School of Economics, is “this
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so-called feminist”, rather than someone who understands that many women who combine motherhood and employment are, as Summers
acknowledges, “run ragged”, “exhausted all of the
time” and “almost going crazy from the pressure
and the workload”.
WHILE SUMMERS’ FOCUS is on work, that of her
surveyed women is often on leisure, something Greer
has called “a masculine privilege”. “I would love to
sit on my own and have a cup of coffee in the morning.” “You have no time for yourself, you are thinking of all the things you want to do . . . but you
can’t.” “If you take time out for yourself, you should
be doing the housework or washing or something
for the kids.” That working mothers spend their
‘leisure’ time on housework and very little of their
incomes on recreation has been well-documented,
and had the issues of leisure-time and identity been
incorporated in a structural analysis, The End of
Equality would provide a rounded and groundbreaking framework. That it doesn’t is not entirely
Summers’ fault: as she herself points out, analysing
women’s wellbeing and making connections between policy, work and livelihood becomes difficult
when the very institutions that gather information
on women’s status have been silenced or had their
funding withdrawn. That she had to commission
her own ‘market research’ to find out how women
are faring is telling.
A tendency to take this research at face value
led The End of Equality into contradictions that
Summers acknowledges but doesn’t scrutinise. A
considered sur vey of the media’s shameful
objectification of female high-rollers doesn’t sit
easily with Summers’ uncritical receipt of young
respondents’ ideas about ‘girl-power’ liberation.
Summers writes: “There are ubiquitous (albeit
media-generated) images of powerful women such
as Lara Croft and Charlie’s Angels, or real life
achievers such as Madonna or Jennifer Lopez—all
of which makes [sic] young girls especially feel
good about themselves and their sex.” A small part
of the book, but revealing in its uncritical engagement with a feminism that confuses power with
consumption, and liberation solely with participation in economic activity.
Despite these contradictions, The End of Equality is invaluable in the connections it suggests between the increasing violence against women and

the growing inequalities they suffer. It is a landmark
resource of hard-hitting facts and pithy observations that will comfort those women who see their
predicaments as personal failings rather than the
socially engineered situations they are. While the
Stepford Wives dominating newspaper discussion
about gender misrepresented and ridiculed Summers’ assertions even before the book’s release, its
importance and potential for real political impact is
already evident. Shortly before its release, the Bulletin asked the Prime Minister’s Office (PMO) to
comment on Summers’ contentions, referring the
Office to “an obscure website” that carried a transcript of a speech made by her several months earlier. The PMO contacted the Bulletin to ask when
The End of Equality would be released, but it didn’t
comment on the speech. An “odd coincidence” then
occurred, according to the Bulletin. “A week after
our request, right-wing newspaper columnist Miranda
Devine wrote an opinion piece attacking Summers
and some of her contentions [taken] from that speech
which Summers made in March, when it had gone
unremarked.” It’s great to see some gender balance
in Howard’s culture wars.
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Another ‘odd coincidence’: in timing with The
End of Equality’s widespread media attention, the
Howard government issued a media statement that
could have been written by Summers herself. The
very government that dismissed the idea of maternity leave and slashed $850 million from the
childcare budget announced a “multiple choice”
package which will give “flexibility and choice” to
working mothers and help them “in the transition
back to work”. It may not be a core promise,
though, so we needn’t hold our breath.
1. See Policing the do-gooders by Tim Thornton in Overland
173 and The discompassion industry by Philip Mendes in
Overland 170.
2. See, for example, What do women want from union
representation? by Anne Forest in Hecate 26:2, 2000.
3. Germaine Greer, The Whole Woman, Random House, 2000.
4. Ibid.
5. On p.161 Summers states that around 22 per cent of
women working part-time said they would prefer to work
more hours with one fifth of these women wanting full-time
work. Thus only 4.4 per cent of those working part-time
seek full-time employment.
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